2016-2017 Period 1

Message from the board
It’s the start of a new academic year and the start of a
new bunker year! With a splash of paint and a shiny
pool table, the bunker is all fresh again. We are ready
for your entrance, so blow us away with all your
requests and demands and steam up the room with
your dirty dance moves! See you downstairs!

Party Planning
We will start this year with our back to school
party, drink yourself to confidence for a new year
of student-labour with our extra cheap mix drinks.
Don't say goodbye to your summer vibe yet and
extend your holiday one more week during our
bunkernight. The sex on the beach cocktail is back
due to it's big success last time! As the Oktoberfest
starts, Ze Germans will go all crazy in week 3. Of
course we want to follow their good example, so get
dressed in your best Tirol outfit and show us how
many Jägerbombs you can handle. In week 4 it's
time for our annual Trafficlight party, with every
colour light there will be a different special. And
ofcourse to honour and celebrate the lives of our
pets, on the 4th of October(animal day) we sell
everything with an animal logo for just 1 coin!

Agenda
Back to
school

All mix drinks for 2
coins

13/9

Bunkernight

Sex on the beach for 2
coins

Week 3

20/9

Oktoberfest

Jägerbombs for 2 coins

Week 4

27/9

Trafficlight

Every light a different
special

Week 5

4/10

Animals

All drinks with an
animal logo 1 coin

Week 6

11/10

Bunkernight

House shots(2:1)

Week 1

6/9

Week 2

Hi, my name is Yindi.
You may have seen me around in the
Bunker, or not if you’re new ;)
I’ve been with the Bunker for quite
some time now. Behind the bar or in
front of it. When I’m not at the
Bunker, I am working at an archery
store. Selling bows and crossbows.
And in my free time I like to shoot a
few arrows myself. So for any archery
or alcohol related questions, come
and find me!

We are looking for barcrew!
Always wanted to work and party at
the same time? Join us behind the
bar so you can show your best bar
tricks and moves. You can choose
during which nights you want to
work and we will, in our turn,
reward you in a way bartenders
services best: Drinks!
For more information send us an email at info@hunkerbunker.nl
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